LIVING AT
McCAFFERYS HILL
McCAFFERYS
HILL

Strata Plan 69581

A Residents Guide
Introduction
This booklet has been compiled to assist residents, especially new residents, to discover
how our strata plan operates here at McCafferys Hill. Some useful household tips have
also been included.
Please take the time to become familiar with this document and feel free to contact your
Executive Committee through Estate Management for further information (9518 8656).
McCafferys Hill was opened in February 2003. The precinct comprises The Tower, Johns
Court, Cliff Top, The Stables, Chalet and the Mews. Our McCafferys strata plan also
forms part of the wider Jackson’s Landing Community Association.
McCafferys Hill was named after the company that carried sugar products for the
old CSR refinery which originally occupied the entire Jackson’s Landing site. In fact,
the company’s stables were located on the site of our present ‘Stables’ building. Our
whole precinct sits on sandstone that formed part of the famous Paradise, Purgatory
and Hellhole quarries which provided the stone for many of Sydney’s grand old yellowstone buildings. We enjoy the distinction of sitting on the highest point of the Pyrmont
peninsula.
The perpetual goal of your Executive Committee is to maintain and enhance the value
of your property; provide you with facilities at the highest standards of affordability
within the constraints of our levy structure and offer clear guidelines to your rights and
responsibilities so as to ensure a harmonious community life for all.
We are sure you will come to enjoy the many benefits of life here at McCafferys Hill.
Cordially,
Members of the Executive Committee
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1 McCafferys Hill

10 Rum Store

19 John Street Terraces

2 Distillery Hill

11 Engineer’s Store

20 Silk

3 Mount Street Walk Terraces

12 Regatta Wharf

21 Antias

4 Stonecutters

13 Reflections

5 Knox on Bowman
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15 The Tablet House
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16 Escarpment
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9 The Elizabeth

18 Cadigal Avenue Terraces
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23 Tennis Courts
A Cadi Park
B Refinery Square
C Waterfront Park
D Carmichael Park
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McCafferys Management Structure
Executive Committee (EC)
Your executive committee is composed of elected
McCafferys apartment owners. Elections are held
at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) which is
conducted in August of each year. There are nine
elected members of the EC and these members in turn
elect three office bearers: Chairman, Secretary and
Treasurer. Working committees are also established
to oversee security and building maintenance, cleaning,
gardens and landscaping, information technology and
legal matters.

Jackson’s Landing
Community Association (CA)
The
various
strata
plans
including McCafferys make up
our Jackson’s Landing Community
Association. The CA owns and
manages certain community assets
(swimming pool, gymnasium,
The Station, The Gatehouse and
tennis courts). As with strata
plan Executive Committees,
the nine members of the CA Executive
Committee, including
office
bearers, are
elected by CA members at the CA’s AGM.
CA members themselves are representatives elected
by the CA’s constituent Strata Plans. The purpose
and function of the CA includes the following:

The EC meets regularly to oversee the activities
of the Building Manager and Strata Manager (see
below); give direction to the Strata’s Community
Association representative; and, in general, represent
the collective interests of owners and residents. You
are welcome to attend EC meetings and especially the
AGM or any Extraordinary General Meetings (EGM).
Meeting dates, agendas and minutes are published on
building noticeboards.

§
§ Select and oversee broad based community
services such as security and cleaning contracts,
property insurances, energy and information
technology.

Estate Management (JLEM)

§ Select and oversee the performance of our
§
Resident Services Manager (RSM).

Estate Management is the body responsible
for looking after the physical management
of our buildings. Once contractors are
appointed by the EC, it is up to Estate
Management to oversee their work and
ensure compliance with their contracts.
		
Estate Management also provides
building defect advice and basic maintenance and
repair services for common areas.

§ Marshall the combined financial resources of our
§
community to negotiate economically favourable
service provider contracts.
§
§ Establish and maintain relationships with external
service providers, police, council and relevant
authorities.
§ Provide and manage community facilities such
§
as the tennis courts, central swimming pool
gymnasium and website www.jacksonslanding.net.au

Dynamic Property Services (DPS)
Dynamic Property Services is the
company appointed to enter into
service provider contracts on our
behalf and to ensure our own
		
compliance with government
regulations. DPS is responsible for the calculation, issue
and payment of quarterly levies. They also manage our
trust accounts for both administration and sinking funds.
DPS provides the CA and other Jackson’s Landing
strata plans with financial reports and regulatory advice
and is responsible for organising our AGM and any
extraordinary general meetings should the need arise.
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Facilities
McCafferys Facilities
§
§ Swimming Pool
§
§ Spa
§
§ Sauna
§
§ Gymnasium
§
§ Bicycle Room
§
§ Kayak & Canoe secure storage
§ Car Wash Bays
§
§
§ Gardens
Living at McCafferys Hill

Gymnasium & Swimming Pool Area
The gymnasium and swimming pool are located
down an incline to the left side of the tower foyer.
Access is also available through the Mail Room for
the benefit of non-tower McCafferys residents. The
swipe-accessible gym/pool/spa/sauna facilities are
available for daily use by yourself and a very limited
number of guests (two per apartment) between the
hours of 6:00am and 10:00pm.
We ask that you accept personal responsibility for
ensuring the quiet enjoyment of others, especially
neighbours, particularly in the earlier and later hours
of the day. At all times children under 15 years of
age must be accompanied by a responsible adult.
Antisocial behaviour will not be tolerated.
Please shower before using the pool, spa or sauna and
use a towel when sitting on gym equipment where
practical. Gym equipment should be wiped clean
of perspiration after use. It is your responsibility
when leaving the gym/pool area to be well dried and
suitably attired. Please keep the foyer carpet and
lift floors clean and dry as slippery floors can cause
accidents.
Bicycle Room
Bicycle rooms are located within the Mews residential
car park and beside the entrance to level B1 of the
tower. These rooms provide safe storage for your
bicycle and bicycle tyre pumps are provided for your
convenience. Bicycles may not be brought through
McCafferys building foyers or stairwells.
Bicycles which appear to be abandoned may be
confiscated in order to deter the possibility of long
term unauthorised storage.
Kayak & Canoe Storage
It is possible to arrange for the safe storage of a
kayak or canoe (limits apply). The storage facility is
located beside the Tower car park exit. Access is by
way of a key obtainable from Security. Storage is at
owner’s risk.
Car Wash Bays
Car wash bays are provided in the car parks within
the Mews and Tower buildings. These bays are not
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for parking. To unlock the car wash bay bollard
you must obtain a key from the Residents Service
Manager located in the Gatehouse. When you are
finished, re-lock the bollard in its upright position
and return the key promptly so that others may use
this limited resource.
Gardens
One of the delightful features of life at McCafferys is
the pleasant relief provided by our beautiful gardens.
If you haven’t already done so, take a stroll around
Cliff Top Walk and enjoy the gardens on the western
side of McCafferys. You may even be motivated to
help with the community vegetable garden!
Community Association Facilities
§
§ Glass House Gymnasium
§
§ Glass House Swimming Pool
§
§ Tennis Courts
§
§ The Station Function Room
Glass House Gymnasium and Swimming Pool
These
central
community
facilities are located in Bowman
Street immediately adjacent to
the Station and CA Security
Centre. Entry is by swipe card and hours of operation
are similar to those at McCafferys facilities. The
same requirements of personal responsibility apply
to these facilities as apply to McCafferys.
The Station
The Station function room is available for private
functions and may be booked through the Resident
Services Manager (RSM) located next to the Security
centre. The Station is routinely used for the AGM
and EGM meetings of each strata plan and is often
used for community functions. Conditions apply to
bookings.
Tennis Courts
The tennis courts are located
at the corner of John Street and
Cadigal Avenue. One hour block
bookings may be made with the
RSM or with on-duty security staff. Personal swipe keys
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are exchanged for tennis court door swipe keys and
these are re-exchanged at the end of your session. It
is your responsibility to ensure the tennis court door
remains closed so as to prevent unauthorised entry
and use of the courts. It is also your responsibility
to wear appropriate clothing and footwear and to
ensure the quiet enjoyment of neighbours. Play is
not permitted after dusk or when the court surface
is wet for reasons of personal safety and to prevent
court surface damage.
Jackson’s Landing Newsletter
A monthly local activities newsletter, What’s On,
is produced by volunteers for the interest of
community residents and your input to this journal
is very welcome.
Housekeeping Requirements
The housekeeping rules that have evolved over the
years are simply based on good order, common sense
and consideration for neighbours.
Movements in and out
		
The procedures to be followed
			
regarding all movements of
			
household furniture and white
			
goods into or out of McCafferys
		
buildings are as follows:
§§ A refundable deposit bond of $500
must be lodged with the RSM at the time of
booking a move in or out. In the case of the tower
and Johns Court, this will provide you with key
access to the lift controls. Security will provide
instructions for operating the lift with the key.
§
§ You must also arrange with the RSM or Security
for the installation of protective lift covers (as per
relevant by law).
§
§ A Gatehouse Security representative will conduct
pre and post move inspections. Any damages
to common property or additional cleaning
requirements caused by the move will be at your
expense.
§
§ All movements in or out of McCafferys Hill
properties are restricted to between the hours
of 8:30am and 5:00pm from Monday to Saturday.
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Please note the height limit for vehicles in B1 Tower
level and convey this to your removalist who may
have a more appropriate vehicle available.
§
§ Under no circumstances are lift doors to be forced
open nor are household furniture or white goods
to be moved through the tower foyer.
§ If the foregoing conditions are not complied with,
§
your access swipe key may be deactivated by
Security.
The full deposit bond will be refunded if no property
damage is recorded. If property has been damaged,
the deposit bond will be withheld pending advice as
to the total costs of repair and/or additional cleaning.
Please note that liability for such costs will rest with
you as the person requesting the move.
Storage Units
You may have an entitlement to one or two
storage units (wire cages). You may store any nonflammable materials in these storage units but
it is not permissible to store items above or beside
them. Please ensure your goods are stored 500mm
clear of any fire sprinkler head and that any privacy
cladding around the cage terminates below this height
to ensure the sprinklers are unimpeded.
It is possible to apply to your EC for installation of an
approved storage unit that straddles the bonnet of
your vehicle within your car park space. Other than
your vehicle, no other storage is permitted on your
car park space/s.
Balconies
The value of our property is considerably enhanced
by a clean and uncluttered look and for this reason
visible clothes drying on balconies is prohibited. This
prohibition is also a City of Sydney ordinance.
Balcony furniture is limited to outdoor seating (table
& chairs), a barbecue, umbrella and planter boxes.
Please ensure no objects or substances are dropped
from your balcony. The possibility of danger to people
and property cannot be over-stressed.
Note that the strata act permits contractor access
to common property such as balconies on behalf of
the strata manager to effect maintenance and repair
to the building.
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Mailroom

Visitors Parking

		
The McCafferys tower mailroom
		
has a bin for the disposal
			
of unwanted literature. Please
			
keep the mailroom clear of
		
rubbish.

			
McCafferys Precinct has a
			
limited number of visitor car
			 parking spaces. Visitor parking
			
spaces are provided for the use
of visitors and not residents. In response to demand,
McCafferys also has a small number of visitor parking
spaces for motor bikes.

Noise
McCafferys buildings were constructed to some
exacting standards to minimise noise penetration
between units. However, excessive noise will still
reach your neighbours and disturb their right to quiet
enjoyment of their home. Noise that reaches your
apartment after 11:00pm at night is initially a matter
for Jackson’s Gatehouse Security. If the problem is
still not resolved you will need to call the police.
Please be aware that, unlike the walls between
apartments, walls adjacent to corridors do not afford
the same level of sound insulation.You should also be
mindful that balcony and street noise from Cadigal
Avenue easily carries into nearby apartments.
Parking
Residents Parking
Car park spaces are provided in the basement of the
Tower and Mews buildings. You may be entitled to
one or two assigned car park spaces. Unauthorised
trespass on another resident’s car parking space is
prohibited. Whilst it is possible to make internal
arrangements to lease or lend an unused car park
space to a fellow resident, it is a breach of by-law
to lease a car park space to a non-resident. Anyone
discovered leasing a car park space to a non-resident
will have their swipe key access invalidated.
Vehicle Tailgating
The practice of tailgating is when one vehicle tries to
gain entry immediately after a preceding vehicle has
entered the car park (and whilst the roller shutter
may still be on its downward travel). This practice
has been the means of entry for burglars of cars
and apartments. The roller shutters have now been
calibrated to lower immediately after vehicle entry.
Consequently, tailgaters now do so at their own risk
of vehicle damage.
Living at McCafferys Hill

Visitor car parking issues create more anxiety for
residents than most other matters. Consequently,
McCafferys has developed a workable and equitable
system of sharing this precious resource:
§ Application for use of a visitor car park space
§
is to be made to the RSM located at the rear of
the security gatehouse by yourself or a person
authorised by an apartment resident. In the
absence of the RSM, see the on-duty security staff.
§
§ A bollard key will be issued by the RSM or
security staff member. This key unlocks the
space’s allocated bollard. After the visitor
leaves, the bollard must be returned to the
upright position and key-locked. Bollard locking
prevents later unauthorised use of the space.
The bollard key must then be returned to the
RSM or security staff member without undue
delay.
§ Ideally, visitor car spaces should be vacated as
§
quickly as possible (within 4 to 8 hours). Bollard
keys are provided for a maximum period of 24
hours.
If bollard keys are not returned promptly after
use, considerable inconvenience is caused to other
residents who may be seeking a visitor car park
space.
Thoughtless or unfair usage of visitor car parking
spaces or undue delay in returning bollard keys may
result in one or more of the following sanctions:
§ A clamp being placed on the relevant bollard until
§
a new lock is installed (thereby rendering the unreturned key useless).
§
§ An administrative fee of $120 being charged against
the offending apartment for costs associated with
bollard key replacement.
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§
§ The apartment associated with the offending
bollard key holder or non-return of bollard to its
upright position and locking being liable to “access
denied” status for a period of three months.
Street Parking
If you have an additional vehicle to the number of car
spaces allocated to you then you may apply to the
City of Sydney Council for a Resident and/or Visitor
street pass. These passes enable authorised vehicles
to legally park in Zone 20 specified areas.
Application for these passes must be made directly to
the City of Sydney (see Useful Telephone Numbers)
and be accompanied with proof of residency as well
as registration papers. A council administrative fee of
approximately $100 will be charged.
Garbage Disposal
		
McCafferys enjoys the services of on		
site cleaners. Working one shift per
		
day, the cleaners not only attend
		
to the appearance of common
		
areas but also collect and remove
		
recyclable items from the garbage
		
rooms. If you have an accident
		
resulting in a garbage spill, please
do not leave it for the cleaner who may have left for
the day. All residents are asked to act responsibly
and clean up after themselves as best possible. In the
event of a substantial accident, please contact the
Gatehouse for assistance.
Floor Chutes
If you are a resident of the tower, everyday domestic
rubbish may be disposed of by depositing it in sealed
plastic bags down the chutes provided (one chute
per floor located in the garbage room). If rubbish
contains wet material, it is essential that it be double
bagged. This practice ensures that chutes remain
un-jammed. Large items such as cardboard boxes
should be flattened and household items should be
taken to the main garbage collection room.
Garbage Collection Rooms
The garbage collection room (whether Tower or
Mews) is available for bagged deposits of domestic
rubbish and for larger items. McCafferys owners
have included in their levies a provision for removal
of such rubbish.
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Council Cleanup
Unlike other councils, the City of Sydney holds regular
Council Cleanup Campaigns. A common sense
approach needs to be applied as to the quantity of
large items deposited. The more often the council is
called, the higher our rubbish removal fees. You may
wish to consider the requirements of charities before
placing usable household items in the garbage rooms.
Dumping of foreign rubbish (eg: by non McCafferys
residents or rubbish generated by residents off-site)
is prohibited and efforts will be taken to track down
and fine offenders.
Structural Alterations
		
You are not permitted to alter,
		
interfere with or otherwise damage
		
or deface any structure that
		
forms part of common property.
		
If you wish to structurally
		
alter common property, you must
first receive written approval from the EC AND
achieve a 75% vote (of financial members present) in
favour of your proposal at an AGM or EGM.
If you wish to make alterations to your own property
you need to obtain EC written approval. This
includes a change to the type of floor covering.
Sketches of proposed works and a pre-inspection of
premises by an EC representative will be required.
Where approval is sought to replace carpet with
hard flooring (eg: timber or tile), you must submit an
acoustic statement along with your sketches. DPS can
provide you with a copy of the relevant by-law.
Note that EC approval does not indemnify you from
any action neighbouring lots may take against you for
noise violations arising from the installation of hard
flooring.
Pets
Pets are allowed at McCafferys Hill under
the following conditions:
		

§
§ Written EC approval must be
obtained before an animal may be kept
within an apartment.

§
§ Guide dog approval will be automatically granted
upon application.
Living at McCafferys Hill

§
§ Pets must be kept under control and within
the confines of the pet owner’s apartment and
otherwise must be accompanied by their owner
or designated responsible carer.
§
§ The pet owner is responsible to neighbours for
any noise reasonably considered to be disturbing
and for any property damage or personal injury
caused by the animal.
§
§ The pet owner is responsible at all times for
cleaning up after the animal.
§ Pets should be carried through common property
§
areas where practicable. Dogs must be on a leash.
§
§ These rules also apply to visitors with accompanying
pets.
Security
		
		
			
			
		

Security at McCafferys Hill comes
down to two primary elements:
1) Personal attentiveness
2) The Community Association
Security Service

Personal Attentiveness
§ Attempt to get to know your neighbours. This is
§
basic civility and common sense but an amazingly
effective part of your personal security.
§ Keep close control over the swipe keys assigned
§
to your apartment.
§ Check that your door keys have not been left in
§
the door!
§ Be very aware of whom you allow to enter the
§
building and even more so of whomever you allow
into your apartment. Be prepared to challenge
unidentified trades people. It is a CA requirement
that visiting trades people be badge and photo
identifiable.
§
§ If a stranger arouses your suspicion (unidentified
trades people, tailgaters, apparently confused lift
riders or loiterers), call Security and alert them of
your concern.

private car parks, result from unlocked doors or
windows
§
§ Do not leave clearly visible items in your car (stow
them in the boot).
Emergency Stairs
§ Doorways must not be blocked
§
§ Doors must never to be kept ajar as this will degrade
§
the performance of the stairwell pressurisation
system and reduce building security
§
§ Items must not be stored in Emergency Stairwells
Community Association
Security Service
Our CA Security Service is
responsible for maintaining the
security of all building and CA
common areas. These guards
are not equipped with weapons
and they are not a private police
force. Illegal activity requires the
involvement of the police.
CA Security guards are based at the Security
gatehouse on Bowman Street (adjacent to the Glass
House Pool and The Station). One officer is always
on duty at the gatehouse. Another officer patrols
the common areas of all Jackson’s Landing properties
(this includes McCafferys). You will become familiar
with the sight of the CA patrol car on our streets.
This constant surveillance requires three shifts of
guards to cover each 24 hour period.
A very important element of our security mix
is Closed Circuit Television (CCTV). The crime
deterrent role of CCTV cameras is strongly endorsed
by the NSW Police. Effective CCTV can also be very
useful in crime detection. One of the main everyday
management attributes of CCTV is to draw attention
to matters of concern regarding car parking areas,
unauthorised goods movements and entry points to
our buildings and sensitive service areas.

§ Ensure that your doors and windows are locked.
§
Most burglaries, even in high-rise apartments and
Living at McCafferys Hill
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efficiency.

Useful Tips
Following are some tips that have been suggested by
McCafferys Hill residents:
Water Usage
		
Almost unavoidably, some 4 to 5
		
litres of cold water are potentially
		
lost before the onset of hot water.
		
Environmentally
conscious
		
residents prefer to gather this
		
cold water for alternative use
(watering plants, washing down balconies etc).
Drainage
Drainage odours may occur from time
to time. These odours may be caused
by a lack of usage of the second toilet or
bathroom or by a build up of deposits
in S traps or washing machine tubing.
In the case of bathroom or laundry
odours, simply charge the system by flushing the
floor waste with a half bucket of warm water and
disinfectant. Baking soda is a great cleanser for
smelly tubing. If a drain becomes clogged then the S
trap may need to be serviced by a licensed plumber.
A commercial strength drain cleanser (eg: Drano
or similar product) is a useful adjunct in cleansing S
traps.
Loss of water pressure may be the result of debris
collected in the mixer taps cartridge located under
the laundry tub. This needs to be regularly inspected
by a licensed plumber to ensure optimum water flow.

A far less expensive means of heating your apartment
is via gas convection heating.
Dishwashers
Dishwasher malfunction has been identified as a
possible cause of tripped circuit-breakers within
apartments. The likely problem is condensation
build-up for which the simple solution is to leave the
dishwasher switched off for 48 hours with the door ajar.
Painting
		
McCaffery’s apartments were designed
		
with different paint schemes.
		
Dependent
upon
your
		
apartment’s style, the codes
		
required when seeking matching
paint colour are available through Estate Management.
Due to paint variation over time, it is highly
recommended that a small sample tin of paint is first
obtained to double check colour matching.
Range Hoods
The range hoods installed in the Tower apartments
are known to have minor whistling noises. This is
caused by the back draft of the Tower’s ventilation
stack. The noise may be significantly reduced by
simply pulling out the hood drawer about half a
centimetre when not in use.

Air Conditioning / Heating

Air Vents
To assist air circulation, the air vents located in bath
rooms and the laundry should be cleaned regularly to
remove any build up of debris.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Apartment air conditioning units
are not common property. They
are the property of the
apartment owner and need to
be maintained regularly (at least
every 12 months) to avoid the
possibility of expensive repairs.

Smoke Detectors & Fire Sprinklers
		
Apartment smoke detectors contain
		
a 9 volt battery. If you hear an
		
intermittent chirping sound, this
		
is an indication to change the
		
battery.

Under no circumstances are control valves to
be adjusted other than by a qualified technician.
Any arbitrary adjustment is likely to unbalance the
building’s distribution system and impact on its

Under no circumstances should anything be hung
on the fire sprinklers located in your apartment.
Significant water damage will occur should the
sprinkler be triggered.
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Useful Telephone Numbers
Emergency Services
Police
Ambulance
Fire Brigade

000

Police City Central Command

9265-6499

City of Sydney Council

9265-9276

Sydney Water

132092

Energy Australia – Electricity/Gas

131535

AGL – Electricity/Gas

131245

Resident Services Manager

9566-4321

Jackson’s Gatehouse Security

9552-1706

Estate Management

9518-8656

Dynamic Property Services

9267-6334

Living at McCafferys Hill
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Your Jackson’s Landing Specialist
stephen@rhcityliving.com.au				

gerard@rhcityliving.com.au

Sales, Rentals,
Valuations,
Auction
Stephen Whyte
0418 410 295
(02) 8586 7812

Gerard Payne
0407 972 234
(02) 8586 7818

City Living 8586 7800
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Suites 2&3, Regatta Wharf, 42 Refinery Drive, Pyrmont
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